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Installation view, Loris-Gallery for contemporary art 2012



Kingdom Come - Text

The violent clashes and looting that took place in London in 2011 and the fictitious development of areas in the urban belt along the M25 described by 
J.G. Ballard in his dystopian novel Kingdom Come constitute the backdrop for the works produced in 2012.

The video KC deals with the remains of the world’s first, oval-banked, motor racing circuit – ever since a symbol of speed, violence and a life of glamour 
on the edge. In elegiac silence, it attests to its disintegration, on the one hand, and at the same time bears out its incorporation into the current struc-
ture of a locality characterized by megastores, parking lots and Mercedes Benz showrooms.

The nocturnal street scene image entitled Herrenabend (gentlemen´s evening) refers to the London riots, but on closer inspection defies classification of 
any kind.

Eight product photography images of high quality flat screen television sets are also displayed. Considering such equipment was the most coveted booty 
apart from trainers during the London riots, this image sequence – emotionally charged with the song I love you so much – reinforces its ongoing al-
most religious significance in our consumer society.  

Combining the video work, the nocturnal scene and the small product photographs leads to associations that, in interaction with text fragments from 
Ballard’s novel, create a space in between documentation and fiction, the shown and the not-shown, where questions of shifting social values and of 
violence and its origins and forms, as well as their medial representation can be discussed. 



KC - Filmstill, Embankment / Brooklands Motorracing Circuit



A section of the Brooklands embankment rose through the darkness, 
thirty feet high at its peak, its ridge line cut by an access road. 

I ran through this narrow corridor, and stopped at the beach of ancient concrete.

I thought of my father visiting the track in the 1930s, a small boy stunned by the reek of fuel oil 
and expensive perfume, the scent of glamour and danger.

Spectacular crashes filled the newsreels of the day, 
heroic deaths that were England´s answer to the dictators across the channel 

and expressed the Kingdom´s unconscious need for war.



KC - Filmstill, The Brooklands Hotel



KC, Filmstills



KC - Filmstill, Mercedes Benz Track



KC

HD-loop, 17.35min, for projector or flat screen, 2012

Loris - Gallery for contemporary art, 2012



I love you so much
 8 digital prints, 25x19 cm, Baryt paper, framed, 2012



The storylines were meaningless, but audiences liked them. 
Together they made sense at the deepest level, 

scenes from the collective dream forever playing
in the backalleys of their minds.



Herrenabend (gentleman´s evening)

Inkjetprint, 84x60cm, 2012



They knew they were being lied to, but if lies were consistent enough 
 they defined themselves as a credible alternative to the truth.

Emotion ruled almost everything, and lies were driven by emotions that were 
familiar and supportive, while the truth came with hard edges that cut and bruised.

Consumer capitalism had never thrived by believing the truth. 
Lies were preferred by the people of the shopping malls 

because they could complicit with them.



KC - Filmstill, The Metro Centre


